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Chapter I

Int. rod uc Lion

Voicf5 and ^ersjonali ty

The manlier in -./hich something is said, as v;ell as

actual ccnteni-, has lonq been recognized as extremely irip.ortant

in dGterii"iini!ig the laessage comnunicated . The An'.erican

cowboy sho'.vcd his belief in the ver^icity of this statenerit

v/ith. tlie p?irase, "Sr.iile when you say thaL, Partner." Voca].

vari c'.tions , a^ v;ell as gestural and facial ones, car; also bo

employed to modify coirir.vjnicated messages. In addition, to

the astute li3t::5n'jr, inf ori'iat.ion v;hich is not necessarily

cominunicated into;:tior;a].ly is availeible frorii paralingui stic

aspects of the voice. Thus, by his manner of spea-'ing , a

lecturer nay well infocr. his audience cf his present mood

and general uersonalit^^ characteristics as '.'cll oS the tot.)ic

on which he is speaking.

Despite the general agreement that the voice

expresses both transient and relatively permanent states of

the individual, it v.-as not until Panir's article, "ST)s.ech

as a Persoria] ity 7rait" (1927) appeared triat systematic

research iii t'le area began. Classic studies in the area

are these of Fear (1531) and Allpcrt and Cantril (A] J port

and Cantril,. 1?3':; Cai tril and Allport, 1935). Findings
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v;ere that age, sex and total parsoiiality s-; etches could be

reliably matched with voices by thie judqes. In general,

however, in matching ir.any aspects of personality with voices

the inter-judge reliabilitv v;as rauch higher than t}ia validity.

This finding has been confirmed by recent research (Kraiior
,

19C4) . Kramer (1964) argues tliat the consistently high

reliability in such judgments is itself a ty,:^e of validity,

and tfiat the lack of agreement with criterion personality

measures s'lould cast doubt on the validity of t'nese measures

rather than on the validity of the voice as an indicator

of individual differences.

In additioi: to the need for validity in the

criterion measures of personality employed, Kramer (1963)

suggests that t;;e persoralities of judges is a variable

which should be. invcH'tigated in voice and personality

studies. In vie.; of the fact that "...certain b£;.sic.

personality differences are a function of biological sex,..."

Markcl and Koblin (1965) investigated the effects of this

variable. Differer.ces in personality judgmont.s were obtained

on the evaluative dimension of a semantic differential as a

function of sex-of- judge . These differences occurred as a

function of content variations. In the r'arkel and Roblin study

all voice sa/.-iples v.^ere provided by the Sc'ime speaker. Emj-'loying

this procedure, no sex differences were found '/ith regard to

the activity and potency dimensions.

Anot}ier critical factor in these studies is the

specification of the voices e)M!;loyed, !'!arkel (19G9 a) suggests

the use of the terms "structural" an.d "functional" to describe
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the niethods employed in analyxing speech. He notes that

the functional approacli consisjts of variou.-. type^ of renting

techniques in v;hich persona].ity judgraents a::e made directly

by judges. These studies have been rovicv;ed by Kramer (1963).

The structural riethods are those v/hich enploy sone technique to

quantify the speech v;ithout atten'.nting to make judgments

about the speaker. Studies employing the latter methods have

been reviov;od by Mahl and Schulze (1964) . Dittman and Vynne

(1961), in an atto'.ipt to develop a structurc.l methodology,

employed the typical idiographic approach of the linguist

and were unable to obtain rolla}:ile ratings of parcilinguistic

phe;no:;iena. Utilizing a nomothetic approach (coi'.pc'ring the

individual to a group rather than focusing oii individual

variations through time) Markel (1965) obtained high inter-

judge reliability in the coding of three aspects of

para].i nguistic cr non-phonemic phenomena: pircJi, loudness

and tempo.

Children as Judges in Voice and Personality Studies

Kramer (1964) has noted that v/hile there has been

much, theorizing about the importance of developmental variables

in the area of speech and personality, fev; empirical studies

have been conducted. The primary contention in the area has

been that young children are niore sensitive to nonverbal

vocal cues than are adults. Dimitrovsky (1964) found sex

and age differences in c?iildrep's ability to judge emotions

on the basis of voice. In general, hov.'evcr, older children

and fer.iales wore more accurate in their jiidgments. Gates (1927),



in an earlier study, found that raore intcllicjent and older

children correctly identified the intejidod emotions of

speaker-5 raore frequently. Goodonoug]-, ' s (1557) finding;;- that

an interest in oL-her people is an extremely critical sex-type^:

behavior for girls v.'hile boys are encouraged to develop an

interest in objects is ii'iportant in t^lis regard. Especially

relevant in predicting differential accuracy in judging

personality from the voice is the finding that girls, more

than boys, are ei-.couraged to attend to the expressive

behavior of others and utilize trie infornation obtained

in the manipulaticn of people. Thus, particularly v/hen

children are err.ployed as judges, the sex and age of judges

are iraportant variables in the area of voice and persor.cility

.

The Voice Quality Profile

iMarkel's development of the Voice Oi^t^lity Profile

(VQP) resulted from his atte;r.pts to cUiaJy^e voice qualities

structurally rather than functionally. The advantage of such

an approach is that the structural aspects of voice quality

can then be related to a variety of botli transient and

relatively permanent personality c;iaracteri sties . As

mentioned above, the voice qualities on which reliability of

ratings has been established are pitch, loudness and tempo.

In order to determine the vnp of a particular speal:er, a

group of judges rates one or several voice samples of the

individual ill terms of these three dim.ensions. The m.ean of

all ratin.gs obtained on a dimension is the score of that

dimension. The scores for all indiA/idual voices rated by



this teciinique aic then converted to T-scores, one distribution

of T- score:; for each dimension. Three profile groups are

then ostab] if^hed and each individual is assigned to one on

the basis of the highest T-score obtained. The three VQP

grou;)S are Peak-Pitch (P-P) .- Peak-Loudness (P-L) and Poak-Tc:-.';po

(P-T) .

With this technique, the VQP's of psychiatric

patients (Markel, lS)6S'a) and college students (Costanzo,

Markel, and Costan?.o, 3969; Vargas, 1968) have been obtained.

Raters have alv/ays been graduate or uiidex'graduate university

students. The VQP has been related to ".IIP J. profiles by

!larl',el (19C9a) and to perceived er.ction by Cost^mzo, Markel

and Costanzo (19o9) . Vargas (1963) has related the VOP

to the frequency of positive experiencing and behaving, the

California Fersonalitv inventory, the Tennessee Self-Concent

Scale, FIKO-P, sej.f ratings of early childhood experiences,

Jourard 's Self-Disclosure Questionnaire and judge-rated

self-disclosure. Considering the pattern which emerges from

all three studies, Vfirgas (196 8) hypothesized a t.v/o dineiisioM;-".!

trait system to describe the personality differences ar.iong

the three VQP groujjs.

The mean :i:-iPI profiles (".arkel, 1969a) of the

three VQP groups indicate that P-P voices are associated with

personality descriptions v;hich include such, adjectives as

"withdra^m" and "introverted." i^sychiatric patients -/ith

the P-P VQP are likely to have a poor prognosis and be diagniosed

as psychotic. The P-L VO^ a'nong }.isychiatric patients is



indiceitive of a good prognosiK and a diagnosis of d''ipre£?sion

or pfiychonsurosis . Personality descriptions of such people

would likely include sucli adjectives as " ipii-iature" and

"demanding." The P-T VOP is associated v;ith an MMPI profile

v;ithin normal linits, and thus, on the basir^ of the ru!PI

study, a personality description of healthy or average is

suggested. The Ccstanzo, Markel and Costanzo (1359) study

indicates that axri.ong college students P--P voices are more

often associated with grief, P~L with anger or contem.pt and

P-T with indifference regardless of the emotion intended by

the speaker. This appears to support Markel's findings

(1969a) , if one considers that depression is often viewed as

a means of dcaj.ing \;ith anger and a grieving person is

charatrteristically v/itiidrav/n. Notice that these are tl^e

findings of the two studies for the P-L and P-P voices,

respectively. The relationship between indifference and

normalacy is less easily understood; hcv/evcr, this may

merely indicate that none of tlie oth.er emotions was clearly

portrayed. Essentially ^argas' (196 8) study is in agreement

v/ith the previous two. He found that speakers whose VOP

v/as P"T were significantly higher than the P-P and P-L

speakers in self-disclosure , the reported frequency of

positive experiencing and behaving and the number of positive

early childhood experiences reported. All of these variables

are associated v;ith healthy, adjusted people. The Vargas

study also indicates that the ^-L VQP is associated with

speakers vjho feel inadeauate and dissatisfied and v/ho are

maladjusted in interpersonal relationships according to various
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scales of tho Tennesr.eo v^.clf Concept fcalo. Scores on FIRO-B

indicate that the P-L VQP amory collcv^o raales is charc:cteriytic

of people v;ho wish to control ot'iers but who are uii'.viiling

to aivc in return. FIP.O-B scor'^s also indicate iiiqnificant

differences between the ^-? speakers and the P-L and P-T npaaliers

in that the latter tv/o groups seek to gain control in

interpersonal relations-lips

.

Thus, it appears that a consistent pattern has

eraerged froia studies investigating persona]. ity and the VQ'^.

The following is a sunnary of the behavioral coi^relates of

the three structvirally defined VOP's?

(!) P-P - withdrav-7n and reserved but capable
of naintaining mutually rewarding inter-
personal reiationsbios with other neoole

(2) P-L - cingry, donanding and seeking to
contrcl others but not giving in inter-
personal relationships

(3) P~T - outgoing and seeking to nar-ipulate
others but also 'billing to give to others
and able to maintain mutually rev/ardirig
relationships '%';. th then.

Selec t i o_n _of the Pa t

i

ng To chn inuo

The problem of choosing a rating technique is a

particularly diffic;ult one v/hen children are to be the

raters. They are notorious for the unreliabi] i ty of their

ratings as v;e3. 1 as for their tendency to adopt favorite

response styles regardless of the stimulus properties to be

judged. It is, of course, possible to control for such

difficu]ties by employing either a ranking or a paired-

comparisons method. Ho'.;cver, neither of those approaches

lends itself VvoJl to situations such as the present one.
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whore the to-be-ratocl stinuli are transient and where it is

in.possiblc for the child to have more their one stimulus

before hi'i at a tirae. i^lthouqh this is a less serious

driivrback for the paired-corn.parisons approach, v/liere only

tv;o stiiruli are considered at once, the time required to

obtain paired-couiparison data for tv.'elve stimuli would be

prohibitive in a situation such as the present one where

ratings on tv;o dimensions are required.

The Seiaantic Diffe rent ial

The Seiiantic Differential (Osgood, Snci and

Tannenbaum, 19 57) is a rating technique '.;h:ich provides

simultaneous ratings on iieve::nl diraensions of stimuli.

The instrument v/as developed and tested extensively by

Osgood et. al. as a techniouc to be e iioloyed in the moasureinent:

of ccnnotative meaning. Semantic differential studies

involvti obt.ainii.g , from a number of subjects, ratings of

several concepts or stimuli on a series of bipolar adjective

scales. The consistently relevant dimensions of meaning

have been determined by moans of factor analyses v.'hich

have been coiaputed on thie intercorrelations of the adjective

scales. In the typical semantic di f ferenticil study, the

intercorrelations are calculated across stimuli and subjects.

Such, studios have consistently found that most of the comi^lon

variance is accounted for by tliree dimensions or factors:

evaluative (50% - 75%) , potency (25^-30?;) , and activity

(20'b"25%) (Osgood, Suci and Tannenbaum, 1957). Typical

evaluative scales are good-bad and friendly-unfriendly;



strong-weak and hard-soft are typical potency scalns, and

the activity diiaension ccnisists of scales such a? fast-slov;

and active-passive.

Previous experiments have enployed the semantic

differential to obtain personality ratings on the basis of

voice from adult judges (Markel , Meisels, and Houck, 1964;

Markel and uoblin, 1965). Markel, Meisels, and Houck (1964)

found that on the basis of voice alone schi zoplirenics v;ere

judged nore potent than nonschir.ophrcnics . Speakers whora

the judges perceived as schiriophrenic were judged more

active than those perceived as nonschizophrenic . The aut]:iors

interpret the failure to obtain differences on the evaluative

diraensioi! of the semantic difforenital as attributable to the

constant cor tent employed by all speakers and to the siniilarity

of voice set. They agree vritn Trager (1958) in defining

voice set as tho:^e aspects of the voice attributable to

societal group, sax, age, state of health and location.

Markel and Robj in (1965) obtained differences on the evaluative

diir.ension, but not on the activity and potency dimensions

V7hen judges were instructed to rate the personality of one

speaker in three different content conditions. The sex~of~

judge was also found to have a significant effect. The

authors concluded that the evaluative dimension reflects a

general attitude toward the speaker which results fro-;, the

relationship between his voice set and v.-hat he says. The

significance of sex-of-judge v.-as attributed to sex differences

in responding to inconsistency between voice set and content.
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Childron as s ul>

j

ects

.Studies which have investigated the diiaensious of

moaning in children of various ages support the contention

that it is a fairly consistent varia^xle ('^nia]l, 3 953;

Brandv.'in, 1965; Lilly, 1965; Barnard, 1966; Di Vesta, 3966).

It has been noted in several studies, hov/ever, that the

activity and potency dimensions tend to coalesce v;hen children

are erup3oyed as raters (Trraall, 195 8; Brandv/in, 196 5; Barnard,

1966) ^ lAaltz (19ol-!) concluded that the raeaning of coriceprs

to childroji beco-.-i-ies stable sometir.ie before the fourth grade

in school is reached. Donahoe (1961) investigated the stability

of the tliree dinensions sepora'cely and corc3uded that

ratings v/ith respect to activity stablize before, or durirg,

the first grade in schoo3 ; evaluative ratings sta^:.iiize

prior to the thirv." and potency railings betveen the third, and

s5>:th years in school. IIov;ever, sonie caution nust be oinployed

in interpreting these latter two studies, since both assuituned

that the factor loadings of the scales found v;ith adult

subjects v.'ould also be obtained '.vith children used as subjects.

The findings of Di Vesta and Dick (1966) v.-it;i respect to

the reliability of the semantic differential at different

age levels do seen to indicate that a general increase in

the stability of children's semantic differential ratings

occurs betv;een the third and fourth grades. They found

"...a definite increase in reliability of ratings made on

the semantic differential between the third and fourth

grades." Di Vesta and Dick conc3.ude that if twenty children

are employed in the rating procedure, the reliability of the
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concept", scoret; obtoincd should bo satisfactory . They

alfio report that, "All correliiti-onr; are sufficiently higli to

indicate the functional utility of separate factor scores,

based on only tv/o scales for researcl'j purposes."

As js typical in. studies in which the seoantic

differential is used to obtain ratings, it v.vts necessary to

consider several variables in clioosing the scales for the

presei:t. study. The criteria employed in selc^cting scales

were as follows:

(1) All scales included v/ore selected on the
basis of their relevance to rrialring ratings
of the personalities of nale speakers.

(2) The scales eiriployed v;ere constructed of
adjectives v/itV. v;hi ch childreii could be
reasonably expect.ed to be familiar.

(3) TiK-^ scales were selected in. a manner
which assr.red that they loaded consistently
on the dimension which they Xv'ere selected
to represent.

With respect to rhe third criterion, it v/as fir.st necessary

to determine which dimensions cf meaninq v/ere relevant to

the present study. As was mentioned previously, in most

semantic dif fereritial studies, the first factor or dimensions

to emerge have been evaluative, potency, and activity.

Later factors have been given such names as oriented activity,

stability, receptivity, pointedness, and novelty. It has

already been noted that when children are employed as

subjects in semantic differential studies the activity and

potency dimensions merge into one second dimension v;hicii

has frequently been labeled dynamism. Osgood, Suci, and

Tannenbaum (1957, pp. 13-1 A) observe that the activity and
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potency factoj:s also coalesce into a dynar^irm factor v/hen

judgiaents are limited to socic^rol itica] coricepts , that is,

people and policies. Since the present study required

children to make jvidgy.-ents of people exclusively, it vvas

concluded that evaluative and dynanism vere the most critical

diiiiensions

.

Scales were therefore selected for inclusion in

the present study if, in previous stud5.es, they had been

found to load consistently on either the evaluative or the

dynavaism factors and to have small loadings on all other

factors. In order to assure that the children would be

familiar v.'it'-i all adjectives so selected, the v;ord frequencies

established by Thorndike and Lorge (19''14) v.'ere utilized.

Thorndike and Lorge recoim;-iend that '.-'ords as frequent as

tv/enty per miD.lion be taught to fourth graders, thus children

of this age can be expected tc- be faiailiar v/ith v/ordr> of

this, or greater, frequency. Table 1 lists the six pairs

of bipolar adjectives employed in the present study as -.-/ell

as the frequency per million v;crds of the selected adjectives

according to the Thorndike and Lcrge ^^ord List and the major

factor loadings of the scales according to previous studies

\vhich employed children as subjects.

Statem.ant of the Problem

The purpose of the present study v/as tc test

directly the hyootheses emerging form the v;ork v;ith the

VQP. It aupears th.at the VOP groups vvhici'. have been defined

by a Etructv.ral methodology can also bo defined in functional
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terms. Stated simply, if juclgos v/ero as]'.ed to rate the

personalities of speakers in each of the three \'Q'^' groups

on the basis of voice quality alone, the personalitv

descriptions obtained would be expected to differentiate

among tlie three VQP groups by means of two behavioral or

personality dimensions. The first dimension might be

thought of as reflecting ''aggressiveness" and includes those

adjectives in the first phrase of the descriptioiis of

personality correlates of the three VQ'^ ' s . Tlie second

dimen.sion includes those adjectives in the second portion

of the descriptions of personality correlates of the

three VQP's aiid raight be summarised as "friendliness,"

It was also believed that investigating the effects

of lov; scores, as well as pea): scores on the three qualities,

v/ould contribute significantly to an understanding of the

relotions'nip between voice and per sona."'.ity . Therefore,

this varial.ile v/as included in the design of tlie present

study. In order, to obtain additional information on the

effects of individxuil differences among the judges, v;hich

Kivm-ier has suggested as a critical variable / males and

females at three age levels '-/ere employed as raters in the

present study.

It should be noted that the evaluative and dynamism

factors of the semantic differential are quite sindlar to

the two dimensions emerging form, the rtudies of personality

and VQP. For example, dim.ension 1 was characterized by

adjccti->7es such as "reserved" and "withdrawn" at one pcle

and "demanding," "controlling," and ^'outgoing" at the other pole.
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These adjcctivei; appear to represent the meaninyr. attached

to the tv.'o poles of the dynainisn dimension^ Dimension 2

of the VQP personality descriptions included tho ability to

give and receive pleasure in relationships vrith people at

one pole and dissatisfaction v/itli hur.ian relationships at t}ie

other pole. It seems that ratings of people at the poles

of dimension 2 v/ould be represented by the poles of the

evaluative dimension. For example, friendly - unfriendly

is a frequent evaluative scale and in the discussion of

dimension 2 it was referred to as a friendliness dimension.

On tlie basis of previous studies which investigated

the relationship betv;een personality and the VQP , the

follov;ing hypotheses were framed and tested in the present

study:

(1) Speakers rated 3s HT and HP on VQP
v.'ill be rated as more positivel}- valued
by judges rating personality than speajTars
rated as III, on VQP.

(2) Speakers rated a? IIT and HL on Vo? v;ill
be rated as n'ore dynar.iic by judges rating
persoiiality tlian soealcers rated as TIP on
VQP

.

(3) Speakers whose VQP • s are similar will
also receive similar ratings on both the
evaluative and the dynainisn dimenoions

.

The results of the Dimitrovsky (196'!) and Gates

(1927) studios indicate that the above hypotheses are more

likely to be confirmed among the fenialo and the older

subjects. Despite the empirical findings, hov/ever, the

contention that younger children discriminate among nonverbal

vocal cues better than do older children continues to

survive. One reason for this is the fact that the m.ethods

eiaployed to obtain the children's ratings were not extensively
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doouinented for the age groups involved. It v/as one of the

purposes of thj.s study to investigate the effects of sex

and aye in judging personality from the voice.



Chapter II

Method

The Voices

The stinulus voices v;ere obtained from raw data

previously collected by Ilarkel (19G9a) . In this study, each

of six raters judged the pitch, loudness and tempo of seventy-

eight voice sarrtples tv;ice. The original voice sainples v.'ere

obtained from psychiatric patients who v.'ere instructed to

read the follo'v-ing sentence, "Many of the reports received

last week shc/od a large increase in earnings.'' Or: thc-

basis of these ratings, Markel v/as then able to divide the

initial seventy-eight subjects into three VOP rroups : P~P

,

P-L, and P-T. Kach voice v/as assigned to the profile grou;:'

v.'hich represented the voice quality for which the highest

T" score had been obtained. 7hese three groups differed

significantly frora each other both in terns of VOP and MIIPI

profile

.

A possible criticism of Markel ' s approach is that

it fails to evaluate the effects of extreme ratings on the

three qualities. That is, a voice nay be defined as "peak"

on a quality yet obtain a relatively lov; absolute rating on

that particular quality . In addition, th.e possible correlates

of lov; ratings on the voice qualities are not evaluated.

These considerations, and the need to f;xplcre the effects of

17
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voice qualities v;ith a Gnallor nuiTiber of stinulus voices,

led to the decision to select the voices for this study

in the follov/ing nanner: tv/o high and tv;o lov; voices for

each quality were included. In order to bo classified as

high on quality A, a voice was required to obtain a T-scorc

at least 1.5 standard deviations above the mean (T-score = 65)

on quality A and betv;een plus and minus 1.0 standard deviations

(T-score = 40 - 60) on qualities R arid C. The saice requireir.ents

were employed in establishing other high and lov; stimulus

voices

.

In selecting the twelve voices from the original

seventy-eight, an attempt was also made to match the high

and lov,' voices for a particular queility v;ith respv^ct to

ratings on the other tv/o qualities. That is, the tv/o High

Pitch {}iP} voices v/ero matched v;ith the two Lov; Pitch (L'l^)

voices v;ith respect to loudness and tempo. Since the

limited sample fro;a which the tv.'elvo voices v;ere chosen made

this procedure difficult, the voices v;ere divided into two

sets, v/ithtiio voices v.'hich v;ere more closely matched being

included in Set I. Markel (1969b), in an unpublished study,

also obtained pitch, loudness and tempo ratings using a

direct magnitude estimation technique. The correlations

between the original and D.M.E. T-scores are above .85

for all three voice qualities. Table 2 presents the pitch,

loudness, and tempo T--scores of the tv;o sets of six voices

v/hich. v.'ere obtained in the tv.'o rating conditions.
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TATTLE 2

Original and Direct Magnitude Estiiiation T-ncores

Voice
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Subjects

Subjects for this study T\?ere students fror.i the

University of Florida Laboratory School. Approxinately

SOS of the children enrolled in the scJiool are children of

professors at the University of Florida. The rer^iainder of

the students are drav/n from the city of Gainesville and

other coraraunities in Alachua County. The professional groups

are higlily represented in the parents of the children which

raay account for the fact that, as a group, the children

in the Laboratory School score higher on various ability

tests than other children in the state.

Ability test scores v/ere obtained from the school

records in order to balance the experimental groups v.'ith

respect to this variable. Tn addition, birthdates were

obtaiiiOd for al2 subjects. Six of the experir/iental groups

made judgr.ients on the eva].uative scales and six of then

raade dynamism ratings. The elementary school groups, t'-'o

groups of males (ELP.) and t'/o groups of females (FL'^) , 'vere

composed of fourth and fifth graders; eighth and ninth

graders v/ere sampled to obtain the junior high m.ales (Jl^M)

and the junior high females (JRF) ; and eleventh and tv/elfth

grade males and females v/ere seimpled to obtain the senior

high males (SPH) and females (SRF)

.

Ability test mean percentile scores £ind standard

deviations are presented in Table 3. The percentiles vere

based on national norms of the California Test of T'ental

.'laturity for the fourth, fifth and eight grades and of the

School and College abilities Test for the ninth, eleventh
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TABLE 3

i'leans and Standard Deviations of
Percentile Placement on Ability Tests

for the Twelvci Subject Groups

EvaluatiV2
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and tv;e.lftli cracles. Table 4, presents the neaus and standard

deviations of the ages of the tv;elve subject grouv^s. Tables

3 and 4 present data only on sulDJocts actually eraployed

in the analysis ^ Aijility test scores v.'ere not available

for al] subjects and age data was not available for one

subject in ths SRF group. Thus, in tai^les 3 and 4 the N

of several groups is less than twenty. Table 5 presents

the data v;it)i regard to discarded subjects in each of the

twelve subject groups. As can bo seen froin the table,

subjects were discarded from each of the groups on the

basis of ability test percentile scores in order to equate

the groups v^ith respect to this variable.

Procedure

The seraantic differential v/as adriin i sterod to all

children in one of their regular classroc'.ts during the

school day. Tiiere v;cre t'-.'o classrcoras for each grade, 'vith

approximately thirty students in each class. Cne section

of each grade rated all twelve voices on the three evaluative

scales; the remaining section rated the tvyelve voices on

the three dynanism scales. This approach liirtited the nunher

of ratir^gs v.'hich. any individual subject made to thirty-six

and limited the possible effects of boredom on the ratings.

In addition, thorough such a procedure, the independence of

evaluative and dynaraisn ratings was assured.

The form of the seir^antic differential e'aployed

required the children to rate all tv;elve voices on one sc?. le

before beginniri'-i the ratings ox\ another. It was felt that



TA13LE 4

Means and Standard Deviations of
Subject Aye in Months for the

Tv.'elve Subject Groups
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thiFi app::oach v/ou.ld ninini7,e any "halo effects" in the

ratings and would nllov; the children to form cind maintain

the desired set in making the ratings. /ll instructions

and the twelve stimulus voices were recorded on a tape prior

to the experinc):it6l sessions to ^4.'proxi^.late identical

conditions in all groups. The iiistructions wore raodificd

from those employed by Tiarkel and Hamo (19 60) .

Twelve taoes were recorded in all. Each began

with a "dubbed" recording of the instructions and was

followed by three different, randoiv. orders of tlie tv/clve

stimulus voices. r^.pproxiraately ten seconds elapsed betv/eon

the voices in e3.ch set of tv/elve in order to aliov; tine for

the voice to be rated. A different random order of the

voices was constructed for each of the thirty-six experimental

presentations of the voices by reference to a table of random

numbers

.

Another; aspect of the presentation in v'hich ordering

effects were important was the inter- and intra-scaJo

ordering. Since tlie three evaluative scales and the three

dyncimism scaler; were each presented to six groups of

children, it was possibD.e to present each of the six possible

orderings of the scales to one of the six groups. ']'o counter-

balance with respect to intra-scale ordering, three groups

wade the evaluative and dynamism ratings v;ith the positive

pole of the bipolar scales presented on the left. Three of

the six groups making each type of rating rated tlic voices on

bipolar scales on v/hich the positive pole was printed on

the right.
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£

Numerical valv.os of 1-7 were assigned to the seven

categories of the six scales. The dyna^"nic and positively

valued poles of the scales v/ere assigned the nuinerical

value of one and the opposite poles were assigned the

numerical value of 7. The means of the ratijigs of the

twelve voices on the three scales were then coviputed for

each subject. Tliis resulted in the tv/elve scores obtained

for each subject. One exception to this procedure was

due to tile inadvertent ommission of the I.T'^ voice araong the

voices rated on the D.argo-sriall scale by the ninth grade.

Becauf.G of this oversight, the LP2 rieaji v;as computed froiri

only tv;o scales for those ninth graders naking ratings on

the Qynarr.ism scales.

The data were analyzed in two analyses of variance.

Each analysis v/as conducted as a 2 x 2 y. 12 repeated

measureiucnts design with repeated meeisurovuents ov.ir the

third factor. This design is discus£.GC })y Uiner (1962,

337-347). The two levels of factor A v/ere sex-of- judge , the

three levels of factor B v/ere the three age levels (EL, JR,

and SR) and the tv/elve levels of factor C vv'ere the tv;elvo

voices.



Chapter Til

Results

livaluative Results

Table 6 presents the results of the analysis of

variance of the evalucitivc ratings. As can be seen from

the table, F tests on the C main e fleet an:,! the AC and JiC

interactioiis v:ere significant, v/hile tests cii other main

effects and interactions v;cre ?ioL. These findjnc-s indicate

that the sobjeci's c'.nployed iij the present study discrinii nated

araong the tv/elvt voices en the evaluative dinvension.

Farther, che pattern ot these discriminations V'?;:ied V7i th

both the sex and age of the rater.

Tabic 7 presents the mean ratings of the twelve

voices by the three age groups and by the males and females.

The AC meaiis are plotted in ^''igure 1 and the BC T.eans are

plotted in Figure 2. As can be seen in botri figures < the

differen ces :>2t'-/eeri ratings of voices c^f the sa^ne type

v;ere large. Also, contrary to the firudings expected,

v/ere the; highly positive ratings of the UL voices.

This finding is directly contradictory of hypothesis

1. The initial prediction was that IIT and VV speahers

v;ould be rated as more positively valued than ''L speaVvers.

Because of this, the planned comparison of the L'T, T'P

and HL voices vas not corjoleted. The null hypothesis,

27
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TABLE 6

?inal^'sj.3 of Variance of 'lof,n Eva] ueitivr: Patlncis

SoarcG: Mean v^cruarr-

Sex (A)
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HO: (H^ + H?2 '''

^"^l
+ ^T 2 ) -2 (iTLj + HlTj) > 0, v.'ould

o35vious]y oa retaiiied at all ].evels of A and ^.

Ins?pection of Figure ] indicates that the sex by

voice-: interaction vzas primarily a function of differences

betv'ecn the males and females in the ratings of the high

and lo-,'7 loudness voices. Figure 2. indicates that the age

by voice interaction- also reflected differences in the

ratings of the loudness voices and tlie HP and LT ratings

as well. Figures 1 and 2 also shov: that the feraales and

the elementary group tended to rpiake the most extreine rcitings

of the nil and LI. voices.

The Newraan-Keuls technique (Winer, 19G?; 309-31.0)

was u?;ed. to test differences ancng the oi-dered voice raeans

at the t\-jo levels of ?. and t'nre.it levels of B. These tests

were conducted in ordei to evaluate hypothesis 3 '.-/hich v/ai:;

that voices of similor vc'i.ce type v/ou.ld also receive sixnilar

evaluative and dynamisn ratings. The results of these

tests are presented scheneiticaily in Figure 3. Voice

n\eans, which are underlined by coitmon lines in this figure,

were not found to be significantly different at the alpha

level irdiccited. However, because differeiiCes av.ong voices

of the same voice type v;ere obtained, it is difficult to

interpret differences between voices of different voice

types. As can be seen fron\ Figure 3, of the thiri:y comparisons

made between voices of the same type, all but three were

significant at the .0] level. Tr.us, with resT;'ect to

evaluative ratiiigs hypothesis 3 r.iust be rejected.

In order to evaluate the effect of voice type,
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despite the large differences between voices of the same

type, the voice type means v/ere calculated. Table 8 presents

the voice type means for the nales and females and for the

three age groups. Figure 4 is a plot of the voice type

means at the tv/o levels of A; and the voice type means at the

three levels of B are presented in Figure 5. Figure 4

sho\;s that the evaluative ratings of both the males and the

females discriminated most betv;een the HL and the LL voice

types. Both sexes rated HL voices tov^ard the positive pole

of the evaluative dimension and LL voices tovard the negative

pole. ^Jith regard to both the KL and the LL voice types,

the ratings of the females were more extreme than those of

the males. Differences between the high and low pitch and

the high and lev; tempo voice tyoes v.-ere much sm.allcr, as

were the differences between the male and female ratings

of these four \'oice types.

As can be seen in Figure 5, the evaluative ratings

of the six voice types display a clear developmental trend.

In general, the EL age group discriminated most among the

voice types, while the SR age group discriminated least.

In all cases, the ratings of the JR age group fell betv:een

those of the EL and SR age groups. Figure 5 also shor/s

that v/hile the EL age group attached a negative evaluation

to LP and LT speakers and a positive evaluation to KP

speakers, just the reverse vras true of the SR age group.

Because the evaluative analysis so clearly showed

that the HT and HP voices vrere not more positively valued

than the HL voices as originally hypothesized, ai' examination
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of the voices in terins of voice quality profile (vnp) \.7as

made. Table 2 above shov;s that four voices of each VQP v;ere

included in tiie present study. The voices included in each

profile group v/ere as follov;s: P-P: }I^, . HP , LL^ and I.Tt :l22 -L

P-L: LP-,^, IIL-j^, I'L2, LT2 ; P~T :
LT^2

» ^M. > "'^l
^^-^ ''To.

Table 9 presents the mean evaluative ratings of the three

VQP's made bytJie three age groups and by the males and

females. Figure 6 is a plot of the VQP moans at the tv;o

levels of A. The VQP means at the three levels of B are

presented in Figure 7. Figures 6 and 7 shov; that, although

differences anong the VOt>'s were not large, amor.g the males

and the older chijdren there v/as a tendency for the P-L

profile voices to receive negative ratings. These same

subject groups also tended to ra':e the P-T voices toward the

positive pole of the evaluative diraension.

Dynamism Result s

Table 10 presents the results of the analysis of

variance of the dynaraisrn ratings. ,As can be seen frc^i the

table, F tests on the B and C main effects and the AC and PC

interactions v/ere significant. These findings indicate that

the pattern of discrimineitions among the voices on the basis

of the dynamism dimension varied with both the age and

sex of the rater.

Table 11 presents the means obtained from ratings

of the tv;elve voices made by the three age groups and the

males and females. The AC means are plotted in Figure 8 and

the BC means are plotted in Figure 9. The figures show that
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Analysis of Variance of Mean Dynaraisn Ratings

42

Source Mean Square; df

Sex (A)
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intra-voice type differences were riuch snaller than inter-

voice type differences. Inspection of Figure 8 indicates

that the sex by voice type interaction v^as pril^larily

attributable to differences between males and females in

the rating of high and lov; loudness voices. There was an

overaj.l trend, hoT'/ever, for the females to make ratings,

relative to the male ratings, toward the dynamic pole on

the IIP, IIL and HT voices and toward the non-dynamic nolo

on. the LP, LL and LT voices.

The plot of the age by voice interaction in

Figure 9 sho\vs that sizeable differences occurred among

the age groups './ith regard to the ratings of several of the

voices. The Kev^rian-Keuls technique (Viner, 19G2; 309-310)

v/as used to test ditfexences among the ordered age grouo

means at each of the levels of C. The results of these

tesrs are presented schematically in Figure 10. Age group

means which share a common underlining v;ere not found to be

significantly different at the .05 level. As can be seen

in Figure 10, significant differences among the age groups

were found at eight of the tv/elve levels of C. Figure 9

shov;s that the EL age group tended to rate the v.V , LP and

HL voices more tov/ard the dynam.ic pole than did either of

the other two age groups. T'nis tendency may have accounted

for the significant B main effect. Figure 10 shcv/s that,

of the seven instances in v/hich two of the ago groups v.'ere

significantly different from the remaining ago group but

rot from each other, tv/o involved differences between the

vTR age group aj;d tlie other tv7o . Although such results do
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not make a hy}:)Cthesis of a clevelopmontal trend in the ratings

untenable, neither do they offer strong support to sucli a

hypothesis. •.

The significant ?C and HC interactions necessitated

evaluating hypothesis 2 by corapuring the planned co:aparisons

among the dyna'aism ratings of the H?, HL and IIT voices at

the tv.'O levels of A and the three levels of 13. rive t-tests

v^ere eraployed to test Vie follov;ing directional hypotliesis:

HO: (HLj^ + FL2 + HT-j^ + HT o ) -2 {VT^i + W^-^) > 0. "''if^ null

hypothesis v.'as rejected at all levels of A and beyond the

.001 level, one tailed. Thus, the high loudness and high

tenpo voices v/ere rated by al] groups as more dynamic than

the high pitch voices.

The Nev;jrian-ICeuls technique (':'iner, 1962; 309--310)

was used to test differences av.ong the or;l3red voice type

means at tlie t\vo levels of A and the t'nree levels of B

.

The results cf these tests are piresented schematically in

Figure 11. Voice type means which share a common underlining

were not found to be significantly different at tlie .01 level.

Figure 11 sliov/s that across all subject groups stable

differences were found bet\'/een high and loi; loudness and high

and lov/ tempo voices. In all cases, the HL and IIT voices

were rated as more dynamic that the LI. arid LT voices. The

findings v/ith regard to HP and LP voices were less consistent,

but there v;as a general tendency for the LP voices to be

rated as more dynamic thaii the PP voices.

As a moans of evaluating hypothesis 3, ^-/hich stated

that voices of similar voice type './ould also receive similar
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evaluative and dynamism ratings, the results of the New.ian-

Keuls tests vitb. respect to voices of the same typo v.'ero

examined. In order to state v-ith more certainty that true

differences between voices of the same type v;ore not

ignored, tests v/ere also computed vith alpha set at .10.

Table 12 presents the significance levels obtained for the

coraparisons of voices of the same type at the tv/o levels of

A and the three levels of B. 7i.s can be seen from the Table,

significant differences between the two HP, the tv/o IlL and

tlie tv;o HT voices v/ere fairly consistently found across the

levels of A and E. 7it least v/ith rega.rd to the dynainism

ratings of these three voice types, the data of the

present study did iiot support hypothesis 3. The data in

Table ].2, however. ter:dea to ccnfinu hypothesis 3 v.'ith

regard to the LT and L'^ voice types and v;ith regard to the

EL age group.

In order to obtain a. more reliable estimate of the

contribution of voice type, the voice type means v/ere

calculated. Table 13 presents the voice type means for the

males and fem.ciles and for tiie three age groups. Figure 3.2

is a plot of the voice type means ci.t the two levels of A;

the voice type moans at the three le^'ols of B are plotted in

Figure 13. F'igure 12 sho--/3 that sex differences in the

ratings v/ere small and that both sexes rated HP, LL and LT

voices toward the non-dynaniic pole and L^ , HL and HT voices

toward the dynamic polo. For both sexes, the most extreme

ratings v;ere assig-aed to tJie high and low loudness voices,
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v;hile the least extreme rat-iiigs v/ere assigned to the high

and lo<y pitch voices.

As can be seen in Figure 3.3, largest difference?

among the age groups occurred in tlie ratings of the LP,

IIL, LL and LT voice types. The T,p voice type v;as rated

toward the dynamic pole by the ^P age group and tovjard the

non-dynaroic pole by tlie v7R age group. ?inilsrly to the

males and feraciles, the EL age group's rating of the LP

voice ty})0 v;as near the dynarr.ism scale midpoint. All groups

rated the LL and LT voice tyjxis as non-dynar.iic and the !(L

voice type as dynamic. The ratings of these three voice

types did sh,o\7 something of a developmental trend, in

that differences occurred either between the tv/o elder and

the youngest age groups or the tv;o younger and the oldest

age groups , })o.t not betv/een the .-niddle age grouyj and the

otlier tv;'o.

It v/as also of some interest to consider the

dynarr.ism ratings in terir.s of Markei'ii original VQ? procedure.

Table 2 shov;G that four voices of each VQP v;ere included in

the present study. The voices included in each profile

group -were as follov;s: ?-P: HPi, 11^2' ^'^'2 ^^"'^^ -'^^'^1' ^~^-

L?3^, ULi, L'L2, LT2'* P""" = ^^2 ' ^^^^1' ^'-'l
^^'^ ^'^^2' '^-'^^^1-

14 presents the mean dynamism ratings of the three VQ^-'s

by the three age groups and the males and females. Figure

14 is a plot of the VQP means at the tvo levels of A; the

VQP means at the three levels of B are presented in Figure 15.

As can be seen in Figures 14 and 15, the P-V VOP v;as

consistontlv rated as non-dynamic, the P-L VOP v;as consistently
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rated as dynar.'ic and the I'-T VO^ \>'as ciGnorally rated ay

dynamic but less dynamic than tlie P-I, V^n.



Chanter ^v

Discussion

The extfent to v.'hich the findings of any study

can be generalized is dcpendeiit upon the subjects deployed,

t'ne variables sanpled and the methods used. In the present

study, both niales and females v;ere employed as subjects

ajid three different age levels of children '-/ere sar:\pled.

The poj.iulaticn frcni v.'Iii.cj) these chi].dren were dravii, hov.'ever,

included a high percentage, of the children of professional

peor,]e and, per liaps as £i result, the children tended, as

a crou~', to score hirjh on standard ainlity tests. Strieker

and Zax (1S6G) report tnat the ability cc utilize ajl se'v'en

points of semantic differential scales is related to

intelligence anong children in the fourth and eight grades

but not the tv^elfth grade. Thus, interpretations of

flnciings with regard to the EL and JP. groups are linited

by this variable.

Other limiting factors in the nresent study

include tne i:echniaue employed to obtain the judgmcrits and

the limited sample of all male voices which the children

rated. The findings' of previous studies with regard to the

evaluative and dynf^'ism dii.iensions indicate that they are

the most cr"itica]. ones for obtainir.g judgments from children,

especially when people arc; being rated.. Previous studies

6
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v.'erc cil5:o utilized to select individual scalos. It snould be

noted hc)\.'over, tliat the results reflect only group stereotypes

and do not provide iiiforniation about individual siibjoct

responses to the separate speakers. In addition, it is not

possible to make staterrients about all possible corrbinations

of pitch, loudness and tempo nor about the possible effects

of other voice qualities

.

Sex Differences

The sex~of- judg^;; affected both the dynaraisni and

evaluative r?tino5. In both analyses, the nain effect of

sex v/as not significant, v/nile the interaction of sex-of-

judcjc v;itb. voice v/as. In general, this finding v;as artril^utable

to the extreme ratings made by the females, especially of

the IIL and LI. voices^ Doth males and females judged nen

who spoke loudly to be no''*e dynarr.ic and more nositively

valued than P'len .'.'ho spoke c-oftly.

Goodencugh. (1957) found that, in our culture,

females, more than males, are enccairaged to attend to t]:e

expressive behavior of others. That females would be more

able than males to mak.e discriminations of ir'.diviaual

differences on the basis of voice alone, is a logical

extrapolation from these findings. Dimitrovs};y (1964)

found this to be the case in a study v/liich required children to

select the intended emotion of speakers on the basis of

voice a.lone. The correct-incorrect dichotoray employed by

Dimitrovr.)cy is not clearly applicable to the present study.

However, the hypothesis, with regard to the dynamism ratings
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of the six voice typec was confirned by the rcfutlts of the

present study. Thus, one v.'ay in v.'liich the ratings can be

viewed as correct or incorrect is to consider the follov.'ing

as correct ratings: (1) dynaiaic: LP^ IiL and HT and

(2) non- dynamic: HP, LL and LT. This systen is essentially a

restatement of the original hypotliesis reg^irding the dynaniisra

ratings. Reinsp^cting the voice tyn^e neans reveals that,

although all difforerices are small, the females' responses are

extrene in the correct direction '-.'ith regard to the HL, I,L,

HT and I.T voice type and the responses of the males and

extrerae in the correct direction with regard to the H? and

LP voice types. Thus, it appears that the fcnales are riore

sensitive to loudnCoS and te:npo differences v/iiile tlie ;aales

are more sensitive to differences in pitch.

Sex differences in the evaluative ratings of the

voices wore much larger, Differerces with regard to the

pitch and tempo voice types were s;iall, v/hile tlie ratings

of the two loudness voice types shov;ed a definite interaction

v;ith the sex factor. The females made more extreme ratings

than did the males of both the HL and the LL voice tvjves.

Age Differericos

The ratings of the voices on both the evaluative

and the dyna:riisn dir.iensions v;ere affected by the age of

the judge. In the evaluative analysis, the ago by voice

interaction was sigiiif icant , v.'hile in the dynamis;a analysis both

the interaction of age v;ith voice and the main effect of

age were sigr.if icant . Further, the nature of the age
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difforences in the evaluative analyrjis v;as sirjcjcstive of a

developmental trend in the ratings.

In practically all cases, the nean evaluative

ratings of the voices by the middle age group (JR) separated

the mean ratings of the voices made by the oldest (SR) and

the youngest (EL) age groups. The few exceptions to this

pattern occurred v/ith respect to voices which elicited small

differences in the ratings of the three ago groups. When

the data v.'ere converted to voice tvpe means rather than

individual voice means, the developnental pattern v/as clear

across al]. voice types. 7^.11 three age groups evdluated

loud (I!L) speakers as positively valued and quiet or soft

(I.L) speakers as negatively valued. None of the age groups

judged the fast (IIT) speakers to be either positively or

negatively valued. Kovever, the youngest children (TL)

rated those who spoke slo-;].y (LT) as nngatively valued and

the olde,?t children (SF.) rcted slo'^^ sp-ak.ers (LT) as positively

valued. similarly, v;hile the EI. age group rated UP speakers as

positively valued and LP speakers as negatively valued,

just the reverse v/as true for the SP. age gxoun.

It seems possible that the difference obtained

between the EL and PP age groups in the ratings of the KP and

LP voices, might be attributable to the fact that elementary

school children spend much of their time v:ith females.

Characteristically, the voices of females arc higher in

pitch than the voices of males and the ^JL age group rated U^

voices as positively valued. Another ex'.>lanc.tion for the

results is that even the boys in elementary school typically
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have high pitched voices tyienselvcs , Parhai^'S the negative

evaluation of: the LT sj^eakers by the EL age. group reflects

the characteristically higlier activity level of children of

this age. Older children, on the oth.er hardware tyoically

raore reflective and perhaps this accounts for the value

they place upon a low tempo in speech.

Perhaps the most striking difference airiong the

dynciitiism ratings of the three age groups v/as that the EL

age group responded more consistently to voice type in

judging the voices than did the other two age grouns . The

ratings of the former age group differentiated less betv.'con

voices of the same voice type. This result seems scm.cv/hat

inconsistent with the finding.-;^ of both Gates (1927) and

Dimitrovsky (1964) . In both st'^dies older children wore

superior to yon.iiger childrer in judgin'j the intended e"iocion

of the speaker on the basis of voice alone. As previously

raentioned, a correct-incorrect dichotomv car: be extrapolated

from hypothesis 2 of the present studv. The system requires that

correct respoiises be defined as follows: (1) dynamic: LP, HL

and liT and (2) non-dynamic: HP, LL and LT . Coaoaring the

three age groups v/ith the dichotoiny in mind reveals that v/hen

significant differences occur am.ong the age groups, the EL

group's rating of the voices is always in the correct

direct ioji. Thus, in the present study, the youngest children

employed v/ere more often correct in making tbe dynamism

ratings

.

The Gates (1927) and Dimitrovsky (1964) studies,

as did the present one, required the children to rate the
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voices via e. primarily verbal methodology. The methodologies

employed in the earlier studies were developed specifically

for that purpose. The semantic differential, the rating method

employed in the present study, in contrast, has previously

been extensively validated for the age groups included.

Thus, it seems likely that younger children did not do as

well as older children in the earlier studies because of an

inability to express the discriminations v/hich they made,

rather than an inability to make the required discriminations.

In fact, Gates (1927) noted that the youngest children in

her study had difficulty understanding th:o instructions.

In general, the present, study offers empirical support to the

theory that young children are particularly sensitive to

nonverbal vocal cues.

Vo ice Type and Voice Quality Prof

i

le

One purpose of the r)rcsent study '-/as to determine

if functional or personality ratings of voices v/ould

differentiate the voices in a pattern similar to the shructvirr?J.

or voice quality ratings „ The evaluative analysis revealed

that although the subjects discriminated among the twelve

voices, it could not be concluded that differences obtained

resulted from differences among the six voice types. This

v;as true because significant differences were consistently

found between voices of the same voice type. The failure

to obtain consistent differences on the evaluativ.; dim-.^nsion

among voices of different voice types is in c-greenent ^^;ith

the findings of Markel and Roblin (1965) . They found
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differences on the evaluatj.ve dimension but not tb.c activity

and potency dimensions when voice quality and voice set

were held constant. These differences, ho'.;ever, V7ere

attributable to content variations inconsistent with the

speaker's voice set. Markel, Meisels, and Houck (196-1)

found no differences among speakers on the evaluative

dimension v/heji voice set and content were constant. Sijice

content and voice set v/ere constant in the p.rosent study,

the differences obtained cannot be attributed to these

variables

.

In the Markel and Rob.lin study all r^'tinrjs v?ere

made on just one speaker. Ratings in t!ic 'larkel/ Meisels

and Houck study were moan rating:;; of groups. In the present

study, on the other hand, the individual ratings of several

speakers were eraploycd. Thus, u.nlike the other studies

discussed above, the present study could be affected by

varia Lions iii voice qualities other than pitch., loudness and

tempo

.

P<ri interesting result in the evaluative analysis

was the clear and unexpected rating of the HL voices as

positively valued and of the LL voices as negatively

valued. It seems possible that this finding is related

to the fact that al]. speakers v/ore males. In our culture

it is difficult for a man to be both dynamic and negatively

valued. Also of interest was the finding that v/hen the

ratings v.'ere converted to three VQ? means, the P-L VQP v.-as

rated as negatively valued by the maJes and the SR and JR age

groups. This finding is in agreement v/ith hypothesis 1 v/hich
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was not confirmed v/hon the voice typo data v:oro examined.

With respect to the dynamism ratings the relationship

betv7een the structural ratings, and the functional ratings

of the voices is more consistent v.'ith the original hypotheses,

i^.l though otJier variables perhaps other voice qualities,

affected the dynamism ratings of the voices, few subject

groups made intra-voice type differentiations cimong the

LP and LT voice types. In addition, v?it]i the exception of

the IIP and HT voice lanes, the EL age group did not

significantly differentiate betv/een voices of the same voice

type

.

Hypothesis 2, that HL and HT voices vrould be rated

as more dynaraic than IH' voices, was confirrieo. Thus, net

only did tiie dynamism rating i? reflect a functional discrimination

among the structural types but also the pattern of discrininations

was that v/bich v/as predicted froin previous studies. That i.s,

loud and fast speakers were rated as stronger, larger and

faster than speakers vho3e voices v/ero high in pitch. The

most critical finding with regard to the LL and LT speakers

was that they received ratings on the dynamism dimension

v;hich were just the reverse of the IIL and IIT ratings

respectively. In addition, ail subject groups rated the L^

voice type as laore dynamic than the HP voice type.

When the dync'inism ratings were combined on the

basis of the voice quality profiles, the pattern of ratings

suggested by hypothesis 2 was clear. 1'he P-L and P-T voices

were rated as dynaiTiic, v;hile the ?-P voices v;ere rated as

non~dynajnic. With the exception of ;:hc SR age group, the
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VQP means indicated that the P-L speakers v/ere more d7jia:-ric

than the P-T speakers. The SR age group differentiated very

little between the P--L and P-T VQP groups.

In general; t)ie subject groups consistently rated

the PJP and PIL voice types good, fair and intjortant, and

the LL voice type bad, unfair and not iiaportant. The PIL and

PIT voice types v;ere rated strong, fast ixnQ large, and the

PIP, LL and LT voice typos v/ere rated v/eak, slow and small.

Thus, males who speak ].ovidly or with a high pitched voice

are valued while males who speak softly arc not, and males

who speak loudly or qui.ckly are seen as laore dvnamic than

males v;ho speak slowly, softly, or have hig'n pitched

voices.

Inpl i cations for Fi yfcu.re Research

J^Ji interesting finding of the present study '.'.'as

the pov;erful effect of loudness en the ratings. On the

basis of these findings, it seems likely that detailed

investigations of loudness alone would be fruitful. In

view of the fact that accurate, immediate feedback of

intensity levels can be obtained mechanically, this variable

could be investigated thorough, many other methodologies.

The data also suggested that investigations of

voice qualities in females v/ould be a valuable contribution

to the area. It was hypothesized that, in our cul t-.ure , a

dynamic man is also positively valued and that the evaluative

ratings reflected this cultural bias. It seems logical to

expect different patterns to emercre if female speakeis are

emploved.
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The x"atincjs of the; voicer. in the prasent study

v/ere- af fecteci by varinblea other than the voice qualities

includoc. Since the study controlled for both voice set £ind

content differences, it oceins qi\ite likely that the

uncontrolled variables v/ero other voice qualities. Especially

with regard to evaluative ratings, the data of the present

study suggest that these qualities may be extrenely important.

There are a variety of reasons for investigating

the relationship between voice and personality through

r.iet.hods other than the one employed in the present study.

The semantic differential is not reliable foj- children youiiger

than eight, yet tliis study indicates that young children

arc sensitive to differences m voice quality. Thus, a

metiiOGology vhich a].lo-7ed the use of even younger subjects

v;ou].d be of value. It has previoasly been mentioned that

the data of tl-iis study \'ere group stereotypes of the

different voice tyj^-es. Although data regarding groups is

an important aspect of psychology, a methodology v;hich

provided reliable information with regard to individual

responses to the voice types would be desirable. Finally,

of course, results which are indenondent of the methodology

employed, are very unlikely to be spurious.

An cipprcach v.'iiich wouZd deal simultaneously v/ith

several of the limit at icnj; of the methodology erriployed in

the present study is to investigate voice and personality

via an oper/uit raethodology . For example, loudness might be

investigated by olotaining, from rhe same person, severe:-!

speech samples identical in all respects except the loudness.
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These stirauli could then be employed as subsequent events for

as many operants on v;hich a baseline liad previously been

obtained. Thus, in an operant study, changes in the rate of

an operant would define the reinforcing properties of the

different loudness levels. Such a nethodology v/ould make

it possible to employ pre-schoolers, and even infants, in

voice and personality studies.



Chapter V

Summary

One purpose of this study v/as to test directly

hypotheses emerging from the work of .'larkel and liis

students on the voice quality profile (Vop) . Six voice

types were also defined in order to gain further information

about high and low scores on pitch, loudnesr- and tempo,

the three qualities included in previous Vop studies.

Thus, the six voice typ-ir:, included ^;ero as follo.'s: high

pitch (iir) , lev/ oitch (LP) , higli loudness (HL) , lov.'

loudness (LI-) , high t'..:apo (!..T) and low te:npo (I.T) . A

second purpose- of the study wat- to investigate age and

sex dif fe/. ei\ces in judging personality frcin the voice.

Two aale speakers of each voice type were rated by

a] 1 subjects. T'urce evaluative scales (e.g. "good-bad") and

three dynanisia scales (e.g. "large-snail") from Osgood's

Seraantic Differential v/ere used to obtain th.e ratings. The

twelve voices were rated en the three evaluative scales by

120 raales and females in the fourth, fiit':), eighth, ninth,

eleventh and tv/eifth grades. A sir\ilar group rated the

twelve voices op. the three dynai.iism scales.

The evf-;luative and dynamism ratings were analyzed

in separat-.e repeated neasui"ements analyses of variance.

Individuc:! subject scores v;cre the mean ratings made by the

71
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subject of each of the? tv.'clve voicejv. The t\'/Glve voices

were the levels of the repeated neasureinents factor; the

levels of the two other factors v/ere the throe age groups

and th.o two sex groups.

It was predicted that H? and IIT speakers would

be rated as more positively valued than HI- speakers and that

HL and HT speakers v;oulc be rated a5: raore dynamic than KP

speakers. The latter prediction v/as confirmed by the data

v.'hile the former was rot. Differences betv'eon voices of the

same type led to the conclusion th.at voice qualities, other

than pitch, loudness and terapc, affecued tVie. ratings,

especially those made on the evaluative scales. In general,

men who spoke loudly, or v/ith high pitched voices, v;ere

rated as valued v.'hile tl'.cse v.'ho spok.o softly were net; v\ev.

v/ho spo]:e loudly or q\i;ckly were seen as more dynamic tiuin

speakers who spoJ.e slowly or softly or v/ith high-pitched

voices. An interesting finding v.'as thiit when the voices

were examined in terms of VO)" , rather than voice type, the

data tended to confirm the hyrjothesis regarding the

evaluative ratings as v.'ell as the hypothesis regarding the

dynamism ratings.

The sex-of- judge affected both the evaluative and

dyn£vaism ratings of the voices. In the evaluative analysis,

the sex differences were attributed to the extreme ratings

of the females, especially of the HL and LL voices^ T}\e sex

dif ferences Ln the dynamism, ratings were attributed to tlie

larger discrimination made by the males between the HP and

L^-* voices. The females, on the other hand, discriminated
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more bGtv;een IlL and LJi voices and IIT and LT voices than did

the males.

Age differences v;ere a].so fouiid in both the

evaluative and dynaraism ratings. There v/as a corsistent

developmental trend in the ratings of the voices on the

evaluative scales. VJith regard to the ratings of the

voices on the dynar.iism scales, it v;as concluded that the

youngest age group v/as the most accurate.

Further research v/as suggested v.'ith female

speakers, other voice qualit.ies , the loudness voice, quality

alone and younger judges.
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Instruction s to Pubject^s

Everyone should no'-? have a booklet contain5-ng

foiir sheets. Raise your hand if you don't have a boo^rlet

or if your booklet doesn't have 4 sheets. (Pause) We

ax'c going to see if you can guess v;hat some men are like

just by hearing then say one sentence.

Before we try some exanplcs please v/rite th.e

followi;ig information in the spaces provided on page 1 of

your booklet. First your name (Pausr^) ; Lhe rao/ith, day anc

year of your bd rth (Pause); your sex -- if you are a boy,

put a circle around the '', if you are a girl, put a circl

around the F (Pause) ; next fill in the grade you are in

in sch.ool (Pause).

Nov; you are ready to lecirn how to make your

guesses. You v/ill alv/ays indicate what you think a man is

like by making an X on an adjective scale. An adjective

scale is two v'ords v/hich arc opposite in rieaning like tall

and short. These v7ords are printed on opposite sides of a

page and are separated by 7 dashes or lines. Fxartiplo A ori

page 1 is the adjective scale ta] 1-short (Pause). Notice

that the seven dasher or ].ines are separated by tv70 dots.

This is to help you place your X in the correct space.

Exai^'ple B shov.'s the rrieaning of each of the seven spaces on

the tall- short scale. You niglit like to read these labels

76
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silently to ycursclf while I road then a]oud. Putting an

X in the npaco closest to the v^ord tall \/oald mean that you

guessed the nan v;as \TJRy TALL. The next space v;ould indicate

that the man vas QUITE TALL. You would use this space if

you thought a man was taller than SLIGHTLY TALL but shorter

than \TRY TA3.L. The space in the middle of the tall-shcrt

scale should he used when your guess is that the man is

AVERAGE in height. The first space on the short side of the

tall-short scale should be used if you guess that a man is

SLIGHTLY SHORT, that is, a little shox'ter than average. The

next space on the scale v;ould indicate that you thought the

man was QUITE SI'ORT and finally the space closest to the

v.'ord short should be used if you guess a man is W_1RY SHORT.

Exanple C shov;9 the tall- shore scale vrith a

guess already indicated. When I heard man. nu'nber 1 soeak

I guessed that he v;as just sliglitly taller than average

so I placed my X in the space next to the center space

on the tall side of the scale. F:xample D shov/s my guess

about the height of nan 2. Something about the way he

sounded made m.e guess that he v/as QUI'3'E SHORT so T nut m.y

X in tlie second space from the word short.

Mow let's try a few for practice. Pefore you

hear the voice, you will be told what number jt is. Be

sure to put your X for a particular vcicc on the scale

next to biie voice number [Voices 3, 4 and 5 v.-ere played

and time was allowed for rating.] Are there any questions?

(Pause)

OK let's try some more. On each of the next throe
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pages you V7:.ll make gviesses about 12 voices. On each page

you will raark your guesses on a different scale. V'rite

dov.-n your first iripression and be sure that you pat dov/n

an X each ti^ne you hear a voice. However, never put more

than 1 X on the sane scale. Be sure to put your X's in

the middle of one of the spaces; never put an X on the dots.

Please turn the page and notice which adjective

scale you willi:^- using to make guesses about the next 12

voices

.

The above phrase followed the first tV70 sets of

twelve voices crn each type.

All voices \/ere preceded by an announcement of

the voice nuiri}:)er and follov;ed by approximately 10 seconds

of silence.
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Sanplo Instruction Sheet

NA^iE
^ ^_

SEX : M

BIRTKDATE:
Month Dav Year GRADE:

Exaraple A:
TALL :::::: SHORT

Example B:

> >
E-i a Eh

t"; S_ < t: E^ W Eh t^

f.; ^J1 t-; (^ k: 1-1 r.] K-, C H C t: O
r> r-: r C-j ri- t^ r:^ rr rr r r^ h> r

M-»

T?J.L • : : : : : :
SHORT

Example C:

MAi\i

Number
1 TALL : ; Y.

; : : :
SITQRT

Ex ^3'^ie D

:

2 TALL :__ : : : :_X
:

SHORT

PRACTICE VOICES

3 TALL
: : __: :

: _ : SHORT

4 TALL : : :__ _:__ : .: _, SHORT

5 TI^JLl, :::::: SHORT

DO NOT TUFIT PAGE UKTIL TOLD TO DO SO

SO
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Sample Rating Sheet
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